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WHAT WE DO
Cooperpress publishes weekly email
newsletters to an audience of nearly half a million
developers and software engineers.

We help developers, and the companies they work
for, stay up-to-date — informing them of the latest
developments on the tools and technologies they
use every single day. If you want to reach a growing
audience of developers who are keen to try new
tools, services and technologies — we can help.
Our primary focus is the publication of weekly email
newsletters — with high levels of engagement and
net weekly open rates typically between 35%-60%,
our sponsors typically see great levels of interaction
from our readers.

Sponsors benefit not just from appearing within our
publications, but things we share frequently get
wider attention across social media and on sites like
Hacker News and Reddit.
A range of opportunities are available for companies
interested in reaching software developers in a
variety of niches, both in terms of sponsorships and
content development. Due to high levels of interest,
we maintain a waiting list and take reservations in
advance — so reaching out early is advised.
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MEET THE TEAM
Founded in 2011, but built upon a prior decade
of work in developer media, Cooperpress is
a software development focused publisher,
specializing in the publication of email
newsletters and news digests.
Our small team is formed of a core group
based in the United Kingdom, supported by
external remote curators in the US and Canada
— together we help keep almost 500,000
subscribers informed on a weekly basis.
We’re always happy to talk! You can find all of
our contact details on our site.
cooperpress.com/hello

Peter Cooper

Kristina Hicks

Peter Cooper is the
founder and Publisher-InChief at Cooperpress. He
is also a developer, and
author.

Kristina Hicks is
Cooperpress President
and Director of Sales.
She joined the company
in 2015.

Chris Brandrick
Editorial Director

Olly Hanstock

Customer Relations
Manager

Laura Cooper
HR Manager
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RECENT SPONSORS

TESTIMONIALS

Our sponsors cover a wide range of the technology industry
including SaaS, infrastucture, database, recruitment, and
educational services.

We get new customers and key
business insights on what a savvy
audience of potential customers
want to see from us.

Here’s a selection of some of the companies we work with:

Marc Grabanski
Frontend Masters

The wide range of well-edited
newsletters helps us to target
the audience we want. Excellent
customer support too.
Yvonne Karwig
Studio 3T

...a big plus to companies like
us is being able to target very
specific types of customers.
Umair Shahid
2nd Quadrant

Their focus on multiple
technologies delivers targeted
exposure and great results.
Laurie Coffin
Percona
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Say hello to our 480,640 subscribers

LOCATIONS

JOB ROLES

COMPANIES

We deliver our weekly newsletters to
subscribers in over 165 countries. Here
are the most common:

Here’s just some of the people you could
be reaching. We send to folks in the
following roles:

Our subscribers work at some of the
world’s leading technology companies.
Including the following:

USA 65%

Developers

Google

Meta

Europe 15%

Engineers / Architects

Twitter

Goldman Sachs

PayPal

Nvidia

Microsoft

IBM

4% UK | 3% Germany

China 3%
Canada 2%

Founders / Directors
CTO
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EMAIL NEWSLETTERS

here’s our email digests

JavaScript Weekly

Frontend Focus

Ruby Weekly

Node Weekly

Golang Weekly

184,202 subscribers
Founded Nov 2010

77,535 subscribers
Founded Aug 2011

41,897 subscribers
Founded Aug 2010

60,430 subscribers
Founded Aug 2013

34,891 subscribers
Founded Jan 2015

React Status

Serverless Status

Postgres Weekly

JAMstacked

54,329 subscribers
Founded Aug 2016

7,753 subscribers
Founded May 2017

16,070 subscribers
Founded Mar 2014

3,534 subscribers
Founded Mar 2020
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WEEKLY PUBLICATION VIEW
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A quick glance at our weekly publication schedule

WEDNESDAY
Postgres Weekly
Frontend Focus
React Status

THURSDAY
JAMstacked (Every two weeks)
Ruby Weekly
Node Weekly

FRIDAY
Serverless Status
JavaScript Weekly
Golang Weekly
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SPONSORSHIP TYPES
Here’s a condensed overview, highlighting the typical ways in which a sponsor
item can appear. Note: This is an illustrative mock-up, and publications do vary.

Primary Sponsorship

1

*
2

A single sponsor receives the high-placement sponsor slot in an issue,
featuring a linked headline (up to 60 character title), image (266x200
pixels max) and summary (100-250 characters), along with company
name.
New for Q4 2022: Primary sponsors will also have their logo (linked)
included in the masthead of the issue (pictured, right).

Job & Recruiter Listings

For jobs (full-time, part-time, remote or freelance) or job-related
services of interest to developers — such as recruitment services.
Listings include a linked headline (up to 65 characters) and description
(up to 130 characters).
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*
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Secondary Links

Marked as sponsored and sits along side other items in an issue. In
addition to a linked headline (up to 70 characters), some descriptive text
(up to 120 characters) can be included.
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Brief Links

Consists of a linked headline (up to 70 characters), with no description.

All of our publications have slightly different visuals, units, approaches, quotas
and setups. Refer to cooperpress.com/specs for our most up-to-date insertation
specifications.
Any changes or cancellations to listings requires at least one week’s notice.

3
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

JavaScript Weekly

Our most popular newsletter, now reaching over
180,000 JavaScript and web developers.
Launched in November 2010, JavaScript Weekly was our second
newsletter, but quickly became our most heavily subscribed and best
known in the rapidly evolving JavaScript community.
JavaScript Weekly is aimed at JavaScript developers and web
developers with an interest in JavaScript, Angular, Vue.js, React, Node.
js, and related technologies.

184,202 subscribers
as of August 2022

42% net open rate
in June 2022

66% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@JavaScriptDaily

over 532,000 Twitter followers

Related titles:

React Status, Node Weekly
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

Frontend Focus

A newsletter for those in the web design, web
development, and browser-based technology spaces.
Frontend Focus, curated by Chris Brandrick, covers HTML, CSS,
browsers and related technologies that make up the modern web
experience.
The newsletter targets web developers and designers, with a
focus on web browser technology and the wider web platform.

77,535 subscribers
as of August 2022

42% net open rate
in June 2022

61% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@FrontendDaily

over 45,000 Twitter followers

Related titles:
JavaScript Weekly
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

Ruby Weekly

Our first newsletter, and the most popular newsletter
in the Ruby and Rails communities.
Ruby Weekly launched in August 2010 and is now one of the most
read Ruby and Rails oriented publications in the famously dispersed
and diverse Ruby community.
Our sponsors find a lot of value in reaching such an audience in a
single place. The newsletter is curated by both Peter Cooper and
Glenn Goodrich.

41,897 subscribers
as of August 2022

49% net open rate
in June 2022

83% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@RubyInside

over 45,000 Twitter followers
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

Node Weekly
A Node.js-focused spin-off to our JavaScript Weekly
publication.
Originally launched in August 2013 as an ancillary/sister
newsletter to JavaScript Weekly, sharing all of the Node related
articles and links.
It grew quicker than expected and has become one of our largest
and most important titles in its own right, recently surpassing
60,000 readers.

60,430 subscribers
as of August 2022

43% net open rate
in June 2022

72% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

Related titles:

JavaScript Weekly, React Status
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

Golang Weekly

The most popular newsletter amongst the rapidly
growing Go community.
Golang Weekly is the leading email publication for developers
using Google’s server-side programming language.
Go has rapidly grown in popularity in recent years, with the
newsletter now reaching nearly 35,000 subscribers each week.

34,891 subscribers
as of August 2022

54% net open rate
in June 2022

76% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@GolangWeekly

over 62,000 Twitter followers
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

React Status

A publication focused on the increasingly popular
open-source JavaScript library, React.
Launched in August of 2016, following a growing demand for
a newsletter concentrated solely on React and React Native
content.
It joins our JavaScript Weekly and Node Weekly newsletters in
serving the diverse JavaScript community.
Now reaching over 50,000 subscribers every week.

54,329 subscribers
as of August 2022

47% net open rate
in June 2022

69% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@ReactDaily

over 12,500 Twitter followers

Related titles:

JavaScript Weekly, Node Weekly
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

Serverless Status

A publication focusing on serverless architecture and
function-as-a-service technology.
Launched during May of 2017, Serverless Status covers the
growing and increasingly popular serverless space.
The newsletter features a mix of news, demos and interesting
projects, highlighting what serverless can offer developers.

7,753 subscribers
as of August 2022

52% net open rate
in June 2022

77% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@ServerlessDaily
over 2,000 Twitter followers

Related titles:
Node Weekly
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

Postgres Weekly

The newsletter for one of the most popular open
source relational database systems in the world.
Postgres Weekly is dedicated to the popular open-source
PostgreSQL relational database management system.
Readers can expect the latest news, releases, tutorials and tips
on all things Postgres.

16,070 subscribers
as of August 2022

48% net open rate
in June 2022

66% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@PostgresWeekly
over 5,500 Twitter followers
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NEWSLETTER PROFILE:

JAMstacked

A bi-weekly newsletter covering the evolving
JAMstack ecosystem.
Our latest newsletter - launched in March of 2020.
This new digest is curated by Jamstack developer advocate
Brian Rinaldi, and brings together the latest from the growing
‘JavaScript, APIs and Markup’ stack movement.

3,534 subscribers
as of August 2022

62% net open rate
in June 2022

86% of subscribers opened
one of the last five issues

@JAMstacked
on Twitter
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Refer to page 8 for listing types and related information.
Subscriber numbers are from August 2022, Open rate data* is from June 2022.
All listings are priced per issue in USD. Prices are valid until the end of December 2022.
Any changes or cancellations to listings requires at least one week’s notice.

RATE CARD
NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBERS

OPEN RATE

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

BRIEF LINK

JOB LISTING

JavaScript Weekly

184,202

42%

$3520

$1180

$920

$199

Frontend Focus

77,535

42%

$1800

$560

$450

$149

Ruby Weekly

41,897

49%

$1220

$580

$450

$199

Node Weekly

60,430

43%

$1340

$680

$540

$149

Golang Weekly

34,891

54%

$1040

$480

-

$199

React Status

54,329

47%

$1080

-

$320

$129

Serverless Status

7,753

52%

$510

-

-

-

Postgres Weekly

16,070

48%

$890

-

$380

-

JAMstacked

3,534

62%

$200

-

-

-
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ORDER PROCESS
Interested in advertising with us? Here’s how it works.

REQUEST SENT

If you’re reading this then we’re now taking orders!
You can request listings with our sales team.

ORDER CONFIRMED

Your schedule will be put together based on your request(s) and our availability.
Once you’ve confirmed the schedule is ok, we’ll commit the listings and issue
an invoice. We’ll also offer advice to ensure your listings are seen by the most
suitable audiences. Note: If we don’t hear back from you within seven days,
Cooperpress may release your booking.

MATERIAL DOCUMENT

We will send over our material documentation, outlining character count, how
your listing should be formatted, along with some helpful advice and pointers.

ADVERTISING MATERIAL

You’ll add your desired listing copy, links and associated imagery to the
document we share with you.

LISTING PREVIEW

We’ll send over a visual confirmation of your ad, showing a representative
sample of how it will look in-situ. Note: All material is subject to change.

LISTING CONFIRMED & RUNS

Once you’ve confirmed and signed-off on your listing it will be delivered to our
email subscribers and listed on our site. Note: that once confirmed any changes
or cancellations require at least one week’s notice.

REPORT

Once your campaign has concluded you’ll receive a thorough report, detailing
clickthrough data and performance.
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Q4

PUBLICATION CALENDAR
Our newsletters are typically published weekly on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays.
When requesting a proposal, let us know which dates work best for you — we can be
flexible if you’re able to provide a general outline of your needs.
Material must be received the Friday before publication, so that it can be reviewed
for format and tone. We will send reminders, and a visual proof of your advertisement
ahead of your campaign. We’re always happy to advise on what content will work best
with our different audiences, as results can vary.
If material is not supplied in time for publication, but we have existing material from you
that we deem suitable, we reserve the right to use it. Cancellations or changes require a
week’s notice.

Publication Days
Christmas Holiday
No publications.

Q4 2022 is 12 working weeks in length, and is outlined below. The publication calendar
below outlines our schedule for the second quarter. All publications are weekly, other
than JAMstacked, which is every other week.

OCTOBER
Postgres JAMstacked

MON

TUES

Postgres JAMstacked

Go

Serverless

Frontend

Node
Ruby

JavaScript

WED

THUR

FRI

React

NOVEMBER

SUN

1

2

MON

Postgres JAMstacked

Go

Serverless

Frontend

Node
Ruby

JavaScript

TUES

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

SUN

1

2

3

4

5

6

React

SAT

DECEMBER

TUES

Serverless

Frontend

Node
Ruby

JavaScript

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

SUN

1

2

3

4

React

MON

Go

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

19

20

21

22

24

25

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

28

29

30

26

27

28

29

31

23
30

31
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SPONSORSHIP REPORTS
Our advertisers receive sponsorship reports detailing the performance
of any listings booked.
Reports will be sent following the end of each quarter by our in-house
data analyst, Olly Hanstock. Alternatively, reports are made available on
request.

Olly Hanstock

Typically a report will contain the following:

Customer Relations Manager

• Tracking statistics for your listings
• Engagement demographics
• General statistics on all our newsletters
• Tips to improve future performance
• Summary of overall performance

“This is very helpful. Appreciate the quick turnaround.”

“Thank you for sharing all the statistics with me. It is very helpful.”

Casey Crowder - Sencha

Kasia Hoffman - Cloud66

“It’s really useful to see it all broken down so clearly”

“Very detailed and useful report.”

Jonny Blackler - White October Events

Artem Govorov - Wallaby.js
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GET IN TOUCH

Have any questions? Want a proposal? Want to talk? Or ready to request dates?
Contact us.

Kristina Hicks

Olly Hanstock

President and Director of Sales

Customer Relations Manager

kristina@cooperpress.com

olly@cooperpress.com
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TERMS

If you prefer to operate by IAB Terms & Conditions,
let us know as we can accommodate this.

Cooper Press Ltd. (the Publisher) is a publisher of digital publications, including JavaScript Weekly, Frontend Focus, Node Weekly, React Status, Ruby Weekly, Postgres Weekly, Golang Weekly, Serverless Status, and JAMstacked. The
Cooper Press Ltd. Terms and Conditions for these publications are incorporated herein, and Advertiser agrees to comply with such terms:
ACCEPTANCE OF ADVERTISING
All materials supplied for use in advertising or sponsorship insertions are subject to the review and approval of the Publisher. The Publisher may, in its discretion, suggest and require edits or reject material submitted by the Advertiser with rationale.
The Publisher will endeavor to publish advertisements promptly and accurately. The Advertiser shall notify the Publisher of any errors immediately. Upon notification, errors will be corrected in Publisher’s archives, as well as in the next available
comparable insertion within the same order, as determined by the Publisher. From time to time and in exceptional situations, the Publisher may choose to publish an issue late or on a different day to its typical publication, in which case insertions by
the Advertiser may be published on a different date to that ordered. In such cases, the Advertiser will be notified in advance. If an issue is cancelled entirely, remedies as outlined in ‘Cancellation’ will apply.
MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Specifcations for the material included in any insertion are provided by the Publisher in communications associated with all orders but may also be referenced at https://cooperpress.com/specs. All submissions to the Publisher hereunder will
comply with all such applicable elements. The Advertiser acknowledges that time is of the essence in providing the foregoing to the Publisher, and the Advertiser’s failure to meet the time requirements or any applicable specifications may delay or
prevent delivery of the insertions hereunder. Unless otherwise specified, all materials for a specific insertion must be supplied 2 full-days prior to the publication date for that specific insertion. In the case of late or non-supply of material, previously
used material may be reused by the Publisher, or in the case of a total non-supply, the Publisher may produce material it considers suitable for publication on behalf of the Advertiser.
CANCELLATION
Prior to the publication of any scheduled insertion in a single order, either party may cancel the order (or any part thereof) and/or this Agreement at any time on ____ days’ written notice to the other party (if the foregoing blank is not filled in, the
parties agree the stated time limit shall be thirty (30) days). If the Advertiser has already paid the Publisher for the order and no scheduled insertion has been published or is due to be published in the following 7 days, the Publisher will refund to
the Advertiser the full fees presently paid unless other arrangements have been made.
If the Publisher fails to run an insertion (even if late) or ceases to publish a publication, the Advertiser may demand that the Publisher refund any fees applicable to that insertion, and in the case of ceasing a publication, may demand a refund of
all fees applicable to that publication.
IF EITHER PARTY CANCELS, ADVERTISER’S SOLE REMEDY WILL BE A REFUND OF ANY PRE-PAID FEES IN EXCESS OF THE FEES OWED TO COOPER PRESS LTD. FOR THE INSERTIONS DELIVERED PRIOR TO CANCELLATION OR
TO BE DELIVERED IN THE FOLLOWING 7 DAYS.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR MATERIAL
The Advertiser represents and warrants to the Publisher that it is authorized to publish the contents and subject matter supplied in all materials (including, without limitation, all text and graphics), and that all materials comply with applicable
laws and regulations. The Advertiser represents it has the corporate rights, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform the acts required of it hereunder, and its execution of this Agreement does not and will not violate any
agreement to which it is a party or by which it is otherwise bound, or any applicable law, rule or regulation. In consideration of the publication of advertisements, the Advertiser agrees unconditionally to indemnify and hold harmless Cooper Press
Ltd. and its affiliates from and against any and all loss, liability and expense suffered or incurred by reason of any claims, proceedings or suits based on or arising out the contents or subject matter of such advertising material, including without
limitation claims for defamation, violation of rights of publicity and/or privacy, copyright infringement, and trademark infringement and/or a breach by Advertiser of any representation, warranty or obligation to be performed by Advertiser
hereunder.
COMMITMENT AND PAYMENT TERMS
By submitting an order (not merely a request for proposal or quote) for advertising to the Publisher, the Advertiser agrees to be liable for the cost of such order. Unless otherwise agreed, Advertiser will pay the Publisher the total fee due for all
insertions on a single insertion order in a single payment within 30 days. In addition to all other rights and remedies, the Publisher may cancel and remove any insertions that are not paid for in the above time period.
NO REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR DAMAGES
ALL SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE ADVERTISER THAT ARE THE SUBJECT OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE PROVIDED WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY NATURE, AND COOPER PRESS LTD. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL COOPER PRESS
LTD. BE LIABLE TO ADVERTISER FOR AN AMOUNT IN EXCESS OF THE TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT ACTUALLY RECEIVED BY COOPER PRESS LTD. FROM ADVERTISER FOR THE INSERTIONS AT ISSUE.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Unless otherwise agreed, these terms and conditions are governed by the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. No joint venture, partnership, employment, or agency relationship exists
between Advertiser and Publisher. If any provision of these standard terms and conditions is found invalid or unenforceable pursuant to judicial decree or decision, the remaining provisions shall remain valid and
enforceable, and the unenforceable provisions shall be deemed modified to the extent necessary to make them enforceable.
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION
The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) is a set of European privacy laws that came into force in May 2018 and protects the personally identifiable information of EU data subjects (typically EU residents).
You can learn more about how we abide by these laws at: cooperpress.com/gdpr-sponsors
All notices to Cooper Press Ltd. relating to any legal claims or matters should be made in writing to: COOPER PRESS LTD., FAIRFIELD ENTERPRISE CENTRE, LOUTH, UNITED KINGDOM, LN11 0LS alternatively, email communications may be used to peter@cooperpress.com but such notices may only be considered delivered upon response and confirmation of acceptance by an official representative
of Cooper Press Ltd.
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